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Abstract

DNA of gut microbiota can be found in synovium of
osteoarthritis and rheumatoid arthritis. This finding could
result from the translocation of still alive bacteria from
gut to joints through blood, since the diversified dormant
microbiota of healthy human blood can be transiently
resuscitated in vitro. The recent finding of gut microbiome
in human cartilage, which differed between osteoarthritis
and controls, suggests that a similar trafficking of dead or
alive bacteria from gut microbiota physiologically occurs
between gut and epiphysial bone marrow. Subchondral
microbiota could enhance cartilage healing and transform
components of deep cartilage matrix in metabolites
with immunosuppressive properties. The differences of
microbiome observed between hip and knee cartilage,
either in osteoarthritis or controls, might be the counterpart
of subtle differences in chondrocyte metabolism,
themselves in line with differences in DNA methylation
according to joints. Although bacteria theoretically
cannot reach chondrocytes from the surface of intact
cartilage, some bacteria enter the vascular channels of
the epiphysial growth cartilage in young animals, whereas
others can infect chondrocytes in vitro. In osteoarthritis,
the early osteochondral plate angiogenesis may further
enhance the ability of microbiota to locate close to the
deeper layers of cartilage, and this might lead to focal
dysbiosis, low-grade inflammation, cartilage degradation,
epigenetic changes in chondrocytes and worsening of
osteoarthritis. More studies on cartilage across different
ethnic groups, weights, and according to age, are needed,
to confirm the silent presence of gut microbiota close to
human cartilage and better understand its physiologic and
pathogenic significance.
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Microbiota contributes to osteoarthritis
pathogenesis
Osteoarthritis (OA) may be an evolutionary
mismatch disease, more common today
than in the past, because genes inherited
from previous generations are inadequately
or imperfectly adapted to modern environmental conditions, including physical inactivity and dietary changes leading to obesity
and metabolic syndrome.1 Interestingly, all
those conditions are associated with changes

Key messages
What does this review add?
►► DNA of gut microbiome could be found in synovium

of osteoarthritis but also in human cartilage, which
differed between osteoarthritis and controls.
►► This suggests that trafficking of dead or alive gut
microbiota physiologically occurs between gut and
epiphysial bone marrow.

How might this impact on clinical practice?
►► Physiologic subchondral microbiota could enhance

cartilage healing and transform components of deep
cartilage matrix in metabolites with immunosuppressive properties.
►► Conversely, dysbiosis of the subchondral microbiota
might contribute to some osteoarthritis and account
for associations between obesity and osteoarthritis
of upper limbs.

in gut microbiota, whereas meta-analysis of
the human gut microbiome from urbanised
and preagricultural populations showed that
the urbanisation/industrialisation process
which occurred in recent human history has
shaped the gut microbiota through the acquisition and/or loss of specific gut microbes.2
Whether some of those gut bacteria could be
more toxic for cartilages is not yet proven, but
some experimental evidence support a contribution of microbiota to OA.3 For instance,
OA induced by destabilisation of the medial
meniscus is reduced in germ-free mice.4
Cartilage damage (induced through cyclic
compressive loading) was similarly reduced in
mice also submitted to chronic antibiotics to
prevent metabolic syndrome, which suggests
that the gut microbiome may influence cartilage pathology.5 In humans, significant associations were found between individual gut
microbiome taxonomies and knee and hip
OA Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index pain scores.6 Moreover, an association has been found between
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OA and obesity, which occurs even in non-weight-bearing
joints in the upper extremities.7 8 Several hypotheses have
been put forward to explain those findings: (1) dysbiosis is associated with metabolic syndrome, which could
foster OA by itself,9 since increased OA in diet-induced
obese animals is associated with greater body fat, but not
body mass10; (2) in mice, obesity is associated with loss
of beneficial Bifidobacteria in gut, while key proinflammatory species gain in abundance, leading to macrophage
migration to the synovium and accelerated knee OA11;
(3) obesity is associated with compromised gut mucosa,
translocation of microbiota and raised serum lipopolysaccharides.7 Low-grade inflammation induced by this translocation can prime the proinflammatory innate immune
response in joints via toll-like receptor-4 (TLR-4)12 and
systemic and synovial concentrations of bacterial lipopolysaccharides are positively correlated with both joint
inflammatory response and severity of joint degradation
(osteophyte score, joint space narrowing).12
A more unexpected explanation could be that a similar
translocation of gut microbiota occurs in subchondral
bone marrow and/or deeper zone of cartilage, which
could directly contribute to OA changes. It may do so
either by disturbing cartilage metabolism (intestinal
microbiota is involved in host physiology through its
metabolic products and some metabolites might be toxic
for cartilages), or by progressively inducing low-grade
inflammation and/or epigenetic changes in chondrocytes and subchondral bone marrow cells.13 Such transient translocation of gut microbiota to subchondral
bone marrow might also contribute to explain some OA
flares.
The present article is a narrative review aiming to
gather arguments or evidence from recent literature
supporting the hypothesis that translocation of dead
or alive commensal bacteria from gut microbiota next
to cartilage might contribute to the pathogenesis of
some animal and human OA. For this purpose, articles
indexed on Medline before June 2019 and dealing with
this topic were retrieved using the following keywords
crossed together: ‘osteoarthritis’ or ‘cartilage’ or ‘chondrocytes’ AND ‘microbiota’ or ‘dysbiosis’ or ‘bacteria’ or
‘commensal’ or ‘translocation’ or ‘trafficking’ or ‘migration’ or ‘blood’ or ‘vascular channels’.
The silent trafficking of microbiota from gut to
blood contributes to the onset of other rheumatic
conditions
The main source of leakage of microbiota or their metabolites into the venous or lymphatic circulation is the gut.
Such intermittent leakage can be sufficient to trigger the
onset and flares of diseases previously considered as only
autoimmune.14 For instance, Enterococcus gallinarum can
migrate in the liver and induce lupus-like disorders associated with hepatitis, either in mice or humans.15 Similarly, in a TLR-2-deficiency mouse model, a downregulation of expression of tight junction-associated protein
2

ZO-1 leads to increased gut permeability and bacterial
translocation from gut to liver, promoting autoimmune
cholangitis.16 Other disorders previously classified as
autoimmune might also partly result from over-responses
to another kind of self, that is, bacteria from microbiota,
which could be seen like family dogs protecting their
host from ‘wolves’ (more virulent bacteria). It might be
stressed that gut permeability (loss of integrity between
the cells of the small intestine, usually assessed/defined
by either the level of serum zonulin, a dual sugar test
or the level of lipopolysaccharide found within the
blood)17 is not synonymous to bacterial translocation.
Indeed, many situations with increased gut permeability
are not associated with bacterial translocation, which
can conversely occur in patients without gut permeability. For instance, most live gut commensal bacteria
translocate through the gut epithelial layer using physiologic means.18 They are physiologically taken in by M
cells to Peyer’s patches and carried by dendritic cells to
mesenteric lymph nodes (MLN) to mount IgA responses
(which further increases their uptake and growth within
gut-associated lymphoid tissue where they promote tolerance).18 Further dissemination of those commensals to
remote tissues seems to depend mainly on the immune
responses in MLNs, which could be much more important than mucosal integrity. This could explain why some
conditions recently suspected to be driven by excessive
translocation of commensal bacteria from gut to tissues
are not associated with overt colitis, whereas trafficking of
commensal bacteria towards remote tissues could rather
be impaired in conditions like Crohn’s disease, due to
the very strong immune responses in MLNs.
Trafficking of DNA microbiota to the joints is the
rule, not the exception
In a recent study, Porphyromonas and Bacteroides DNA
could be detected in all 183 samples of either rheumatoid arthritis (RA) or OA synovium or synovial fluid.19
DNAs of some of those microbiotal bacteria were more
abundant in RA synovial tissues, whereas others were
more abundant in OA synovial tissues, and they differed
in each condition from bacterial DNA found in the
corresponding synovial fluids.19 It is still unclear whether
these nucleic acids originated from immune cells (eg,
macrophages) trafficking from mucosae, or from bacteria
still living when reaching joints.
Blood of healthy humans is not perfectly sterile
Using a 16S targeted metagenomics sequencing pipeline
on whole blood from 30 healthy blood donors, it was
recently observed that a diversified microbiome exists
in healthy blood.20 At the phylum level, blood fractions
contained mostly bacterial DNA from the Proteobacteria
phylum (more than 80%), but also from Actinobacteria,
Firmicutes, and Bacteroidetes. Most of blood bacterial
DNA was located in the buffy coat (93.74%), but some
were included in red blood cells, which contain much
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more bacterial DNA (6.23%) than the plasma (0.03%).20
Those findings confirm previous observations made
using transmission electronic microscopy.21 Some of
those bacteria could be dead, but others might only be
dormant. Indeed, some authors recently claimed that this
blood microbiota (bacterial and fungal) could be resuscitated22 by using high concentrations of vitamin K and
maintaining bacteria at 43°C for at least 72 hours. Of the
28 tested blood samples of healthy individuals, all cultures
were positive after 30 days, as also confirmed by Gram
staining and transmission electronic microscopy, the
bacterial orders being predominantly of phylum Proteobacteria. However, this microbiota is probably prone to
remain silent, since in subcultures this blood microbiota
reverted to a dormant state.22 Like in mucosae, one of
the physiological backgrounds of this blood commensal
microbiota might be to protect the host from more virulent bacteria in blood and/or endothelial cells. Although
this transient resuscitation has not been reproduced
yet, the possibility that live bacteria from gut microbiota
could reach cartilage deserves some attention.
Gut microbiome was recently found in human
cartilage
Using sterile procedure, cartilage was obtained from
primary OA knee and hip replacements, and in each
location both OA-eroded and preserved cartilages were
gathered.23 Cartilage of patients free from OA was
obtained from 30 fresh cadavers of similar sexes, age
and body mass index (BMI). For all samples, 16s RNA
gene deep sequencing was done on an Illumina HiSeq.
Group OTU differences were confirmed with clade-specific qPCR in a separate confirmation cohort (10 eroded,
10 intact, 10 control samples). In group analysis, there
were 63 clade differences between OA and controls. OA
was dominated by Betaproteobacteria, whereas controls
were characterised by Actinobacteria and Clostridia. A
shift was noted in OA towards Gram-negative constituent
DNA. A significant difference was also noticed between
hip OA and knee OA. Hip OA microbiota was dominated by the phylum Proteobacteria, whereas knee OA
microbiota was characterised by Actinobacteria. Similarly, 46 differences were seen in knee controls versus
hip controls.23 A study in OA shoulder concluded to the
opposite since after stringent removal of contamination,
only genomic DNA from various Acinetobacter spp and
from the Oxalobacteraceae family could be identified
in 74% of rotator cuff tendon tissue samples, but not in
humeral head cartilage.24 Although those findings also
require confirmation, the predominance of Proteobacteria (at least in hip) would be in line with the observation made when studying blood microbiome.22 The
predominance of Betaproteobacteria in OA cartilage
would also fit with the observations that increased abundance of the phylum Proteobacteria is a marker for an
unstable gut microbial community observed in patients
with metabolic disorders.25
Berthelot J-M, et al. RMD Open 2019;5:e001037. doi:10.1136/rmdopen-2019-001037

How microbiota DNA or gut bacteria could reach the
cartilage
It has not yet been studied whether this DNA was stored
within the subchondral bone marrow, deep cartilage
vessels, cartilage matrix or chondrocytes themselves.23
How this DNA (and perhaps still living bacteria from
microbiota) reaches cartilage remains unclear. Unlike
most tissues, articular cartilage does not have blood
vessels, nerves or lymphatics in the superficial, middle
and deep zones, so that most of the nutrition of the
articular cartilage occurs by diffusion from the synovial fluid and subchondral bone marrow. The cartilage
matrix restricts materials by size, charge and molecular
configuration.26 It is estimated that the average pore size
within the cartilage extracellular matrix is approximately
6.0 nm,27 whereas the size of most bacteria ranges from
100 to 4000 nm, and the size of bacterial spores is around
100 nm. Therefore, penetration of bacteria through the
superficial zone of cartilage does not seem possible,
unless large erosions occur. The same could hold true for
bacterial DNA, for another reason: whereas the charge of
DNA is negative, only the positive charge of a substance
has the potential to promote its accumulation inside the
cartilage matrix, since even neutral molecules do not
diffuse in cartilage.28 This applies to most bacteria, since
both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacterial cell walls
have a negative charge.
Conversely, calcified cartilage is permeable to small
solutes, and the subchondral circulation may make a
significant contribution to the nutrition of deep cartilage.29 Within the calcified zone of core areas, voluminous pieces of permanent cartilage are metabolically
supplied via vascular channels (figure 1).30 Moreover, the
osteochondral junction displays neoangiogenesis in case
of OA.31 Interestingly, bacteria can bind to growth cartilage and disrupt the blood supply in pigs and chickens.
Bacteria were also observed within cartilage canals from
young horses (foals) with septic arthritis/osteomyelitis,
and canals acutely or chronically infected were associated
with ischaemic chondronecrosis in the articular-epiphysial cartilage complex.32
Pathologic replication of microbiota could similarly
contribute to some growth cartilage defects: in chicken
embryo, exposure to microbiota-derived lipopolysaccharide inhibits chondrogenesis and retards chondrocyte
hypertrophy in the growth plate through elevating Sox9
expression.33
As vascular channels persist in adults32 (including
in some areas like nose, thyroid cartilage and rib cartilages, targets of relapsing polychondritis, where cartilage
cannot be supplied by synovial nutriments), they may
facilitate the trafficking of blood microbiota in those locations and subchondral bone marrow. Transient presence
of non-pathogenic bacteria within adult vascular channels has not been reported so far in humans, but bacteria
from gut microbiota may persist in a latent state within
subchondral bone marrow close to the deeper zone of
cartilage, since they could find there the same anaerobic
3
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Figure 1 Within the calcified zone of core areas, voluminous pieces of permanent cartilage are metabolically supplied via
vascular channels. Those channels are more numerous and enlarged in osteoarthritis, and might allow commensal bacteria
to migrate from blood into calcified cartilage and subchondral bone, and even in articular cartilage, through cracks in the
tidemark.

metabolism24 as in the gut. Such transient invasion might
occur even before birth, as Proteobacteria, the leading
subsets of gut microbiota found in healthy blood and
cartilage, are part of a normal, healthy, placental microbiome.34 Another reason to search for gut microbiota in
human epiphysial bone marrow is the demonstration of
the influence of commensal microbiota on human bone
metabolism (antianabolic and procatabolic effects),
4

which appears mediated in mice via local disruption of
insulin-like growth factor-1 signalling.35
Can bacteria infect some chondrocytes?
Some studies even addressed the possibility of bacterial infection of chondrocytes: Mycoplasma synoviae, a
major poultry pathogen, could invade primary chicken
Berthelot J-M, et al. RMD Open 2019;5:e001037. doi:10.1136/rmdopen-2019-001037
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chondrocytes in vitro.36 M. synoviae upregulated gene
expression in those chondrocytes, including the expression of the gene-encoding peptidylarginine deiminase
type III, which is responsible for the post-translational
citrullination of proteins.37
In humans, Porphyromonas gingivalis can adhere and
infect primary human chondrocytes in vitro,38 which
increases apoptosis, partly through the phosphoglycerol
dihydroceramide lipids of the bacteria. Some strains of
Streptococcus pyogenes could also invade chondrocytic cell
lines, leading to strong expression of matrix metalloproteinase-13 and degradation of the extracellular matrix.39
It must however be stressed that in vivo such infections
remain still quite hypothetic, although an acute borrelial
arthritis was observed following autologous chondrocyte transplantation for repair of a cartilage defect in a
patient who had 15 years earlier an expanding erythematous lesion after a tick bite. Borrelial DNA sequences
were detected in the synovial fluid of the grafted joint
through PCR, and the diagnosis was confirmed by
culture of Borrelia burgdorferi, suggesting that the bacteria
had remained dormant in cells of the grafted cartilage
for 15 years.40
Could gut microbiota have a physiological role in
normal subchondral bone marrow?
The finding of gut microbiota in all samples of human
cartilage studied by Dunn et al,23 which differed according
to joints, would imply that the presence of those bacteria
in cartilage is not random, and could play a physiological
role, despite their very low numbers and steady state. For
instance, their ability to transform some components of
deep cartilage matrix in metabolites with immunosuppressive properties might be one reason for their unexpected presence close to cartilage. It was indeed recently
shown that chondroitin sulfate disaccharides (which
inhibit the growth of Proteobacteria) were likely butyrogenic substrates, and when added to mice diet, increased
total short-chain fatty acids (SCFA), as well as butyrate
levels, under both healthy and stressed conditions.25
Similarly, keratan sulfate from shark cartilage also had
a strong effect on gut microbiota in mice, and induced
a drastic increase in the abundance of Lactobacillus spp
(16-fold in female mice, and twofold in male mice), which
is an important group of SCFA producers.41 Although yet
only observed in gut, the hypothesis that production of
SCFA by microbiota embedded in bone marrow vessels
close to the deeper zone of hyaline epiphysial cartilage
(and thus exposed to appropriate substrates like chondroitin sulfate or keratin sulfate) could similarly sustain
a tolerogenic niche to protect haematopoietic and
stromal bone marrow stem cells from excessive immune
responses might make sense.10 Another rationale for the
presence of microbiota at the edge of cartilage, close to
bone marrow niches, might be the intrinsic property of
ectopic gut microbiota to contain the expansion of pathogenic bacteria. Indeed those ‘self-bacteria’ might act as
Berthelot J-M, et al. RMD Open 2019;5:e001037. doi:10.1136/rmdopen-2019-001037

mercenaries to avoid growing of more dangerous species
in tissues where excessive adaptive immune responses are
not welcome. A last possibility could be the potential of
some bacteria from gut microbiota to enhance cartilage
healing. Indeed, MRL/MpJ mice (which are substantially
protected from developing post-traumatic OA, a trait with
strong correlation to the ability to heal ear wounds) have
substantial differences in gut microbiota composition
compared with non-healer mice.42 Moreover, the cartilage healing trait is partially transferable to non-healer
B6 mice via a gut microbiota transplant, and is associated
with shifts in some gut microbiotic taxa.42
How gut bacteria could affect cartilage in OA
The osteochondral plate angiogenesis occurring early
in OA31 could facilitate transient migration of still living
bacteria or some of their products, up to the deeper
layers of cartilage. In a study on 431 patients with knee
OA, baseline lipopolysaccharide-binding protein (LBP)
and time-integrated concentration of LBP were associated with worsening joint space width and narrowing,
even after adjusting for treatment group, age, body mass
index and baseline radiographic measures.43 Soluble
TLR-4 levels were also associated with knee OA progression over 16–18 months.43 Excess of microbiotal antigens
in the deeper layers of cartilage might foster low-grade
inflammation and cartilage degradation, in the same way
as pathogenic bacterial antigens, like borrelia44 tightly
and long-lastingly bound to human cartilage via integrin
alpha3beta1, can stimulate the production of proinflammatory mediators in primary human chondrocytes.45
Focal dysbiosis induced by migration of pathogenic
bacteria of microbiota in subchondral bone marrow
could also affect the epigenetic of chondrocytes, since
microbial metabolites can induce epigenetic modifications (ie, changes in DNA methylation and micro-RNA
expression) of some human cells, as shown in obese
patients.46
The differences of microbiota observed between
hip and knee cartilage, either in patients with OA
or controls, might be in line with differences in
chondrocyte metabolisms and DNA methylation
according to joints
Hip and knee cartilage are not identical: genome-wide
DNA methylation was measured in 31 preserved and
lesioned cartilage sample pairs (14 knees and 17 hips)
from patients who underwent a total joint replacement
due to primary OA. Irrespective of OA pathophysiology,
a total of 6272 CpG dinucleotides were differentially
methylated between both joints.47 The consistent gene
expression differences between knee and hip articular
cartilage in differentially methylated regions marked
transcriptomic differences among HOX genes.47 Major
differences in methylation profiles of hip and knee chondrocytes were confirmed in another study, which also
concluded that either hip or knee OA clustered into two
5
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Box 1

Research agenda: bullet points to address

►► Are the findings of normal gut microbiota in human cartilage, dif-

fering between osteoarthritis (OA) and controls, as well as between
hip and knee, reproducible?
►► Does the nature of joint shape the profile of cartilage microbiota
more than the blood and gut microbiome?
►► Do glycans from cartilage shape the composition of the cartilage
microbiota in the same way as glycans from diet shape the gut
microbiota?
►► Are changes in gut microbiota according to age, body mass index
(BMI), diet, exercise, sex and/or hormonal background, associated
with simultaneous changes in the cartilage microbiota?
►► Do differences in cartilage microbiota in some ethnic groups contribute to explain the findings of epidemiologic studies of OA across
races (ie, lower frequency of OA in black and Asians)?

diet55 56 modify gut microbiota in humans and murine
models, and this may translate into differences within
the joints and cartilages, too. Further studies of cartilage microbiome and microbiota across different ethnic
groups, BMI, joints, age, exercise, diet and even glycan
composition (box 1) are therefore eagerly expected, first
to confirm, then to extend the preliminary finding of gut
microbiome in human cartilage, which seems to differ in
controls and OA.23
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groups.48 Simultaneous analysis of chondrocytes DNA
methylation and microbiota composition in hip and
knee normal and OA cartilages will be necessary to assess
whether changes in microbiota correlate with clusters of
differently methylated genes in hip versus knee cartilage,
and different metabolisms according to joints.
Conclusion
Until recently, most students were taught to consider only
bacteria growing in cultures and deserving antibiotics.
Consequently, many physicians still turn a blind eye on
microbiota, felt as either neglectable harmless bacteria
in the mucosae, or contamination when found in other
tissues. The poor clinical efficiency of doxycycline in OA
of the knee and hip despite significant slowing of joint
space narrowing49 also reinforced the disinterest for the
involvement of bacteria in the pathogenesis of OA and
other cartilage disorders. In fact, antibiotics can worsen
dysbiosis rather than improve it,50 and the confirmation
of the presence of gut microbiota close to or within the
normal deeper layers of cartilage23 would be a revolution in the understanding of at least some subsets of OA
(including those associated with metabolic syndrome).
It would also offer new therapeutic avenues, at least for
better preventing them. As OA is more frequent in older
women, it will be interesting to seek for differences,
both in faeces and in cartilage, according to sex and age.
Indeed, although the effect of sex on the gut microbiota
appears to be less influential than that of other factors,
most animal and human studies have shown sex-related
differences in gut microbiota.51 Age also induces changes
in gut microbiota: a cross-sectional study of faeces of
367 healthy Japanese subjects (0–104 years) using hierarchical Ward’s linkage clustering of genera indicated
some patterns and transition points in the compositional
changes in gut microbiota with age: five clusters were identified, with median (IQR) ages of 3 (0–35), 33 (24–45), 42
(32–62), 77 (36–84) and 94 (86–98) years.52 Focusing on
the incidence exercise and diet on joint/cartilage microbiota should also be instructive. Indeed, exercise53 54 and
6
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